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86 !Jgveda 10.40.10 

of the family, they are also requested to grant offspring (see, e.g., Kausika 
Sutra 88, 25)." The Jast pilda needs no discussion. 

Thus this stanza as a whole may be regarded as a statement of events, ac-
d . . . 46 

tivities and experiences of those concerne in ma.rr1age ceremon1es. 

u Oldenberg, Die Religìon des Veda4, Stuttgart~Berlin, 1923, p. 568. 
46 I agree with Oldenberg, Noten, 11, p, 245 that Taitt.Br. 1, 5, 1, 2 (see Bloomfield, 

o.e., p. 415) does not contribute much to the interpretation of this stanza. 

WORDS FOR BEAUTY IN CLASSICAL SANSKRIT 
POETRY 

DANIEL H. H. INGALLS 

Harvard University 

1.0. INTHODUCTION 

I hope that the article which lollows may be thought worthy of a volume 
in honor of W. Norman Brown. The subject matter, at least, is appropriate 
on two counts. Professor Brown has chosen as a field of his own scholar
ship those products of ancient Indian culture which strike us forcibly with 
their beauty: painting and poetry. Again, having taught as an outstancling 
philologist lor many years, he will not clisdain a study of Indian notions of 
beauty that is based on an examination of the words which Indians have 
used to express those notions. 

There is no word in Sanskrit lor the English word 'beauty.' There are, in
stead, aver a hundred words and phrases 'vhich in one or more instances of 
use are equivalent to one or more applications of the English word. Such dis
crepancies in the categorizing of basic notions are frequent between the Indian 
languages on the one hand and those of Europe on the other. The notions of 
love, law and religion, to mention but a few, lollow different patterns in the 
two cultura! traditions. The field of aesthetics here offers a surer loothold 
tban many others. A word for beauty is regularly accompanied by a reference 
direct or indirect, to the object considered to be beautiful. Thus, while we 
bave no word in English lor the peculiar facet of beauty referred to in Sanskrit 
by lavarJ,ya, we can by gathering instances of the use of that word form a 
fairly clear notion of what Sanskrit speakers meant by it. This contro! is 
lacking in certain other areas of cultura! discrepancy. 

A thorougb analysis of Sanskrit words for beauty would require the gather
ing of examples from hundreds of volumes and would take many years. What 
I propose is only an introductory probe. Even for this limited purpose it will 
not do, however, to rely on memory nor to cast one's net at random. l?urther~ 
more, the clictionaries are an imperfect guide.1 Accordingly, I have taken a 
selection of 2,824 lines of poetry (verses 152-857) from an anthology of San-

1 In what follows it will be seen that I have made heavy use of the P.W., the only 
Sanskrit dictionary that gives sufficient examples to permit a detailed investigation of 
words. Anyone who reworks a small part of the san1e field as BOhtlingk will he astounded, 
I think, at the magnitude and clarity of that scholar's work. But the vocabulary of u 
great language requires t.he labor of a thousand men, not one. Even in the pages which 
follow one will find numerous instances where the P.W. rnight be supplemented or 
amended. 

87 
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skrit verse, the Subha#taratnako.ia (SRK).' These verses dea] with descriptions 
of the seasons, ,vith the charms of '\Vomen and 'vith love. They contain as 
high a percentage of expressions far beauty as any Sanskrit text I am ac
quainted with and t.hey offer the further advantage of being drawn !rom many 
poets, so that they do not suffer !rom the bias lor particular phrases or avoid
ances of any one author. 

My method has been to cull !rom these verses all the expressions which 
rcfer to anything covered in any 'vay by English or western ]~uropean notions 
of beauty. I shall present a selection of these examples with translations at
tached, referring to duplicate expressions simply by the number of the SRK 
verse in which they occur. I arrange the examples under a number of broad 
categories, designed to fit the limits of particular Sanskrit expressions rather 
than as mutually exclusive logica] classes. Withln each category the examples 
are ordered in three series: a) those where beauty is predicated; b) those which 
express beauty attributively; e) those which express an abstraction of beauty. 
This ordering is grammatieally convenient and furthermore brings into prom
inence certa.in peculiarities of vocabulary that have hitherto passed unnoticed 
in Sanskrit so far as I am aware. For example, beauty as power is expressed 
in Sanskrit only predicatively: vijayate, jayati; there is no corresponding 
attributive or abstract; jaya, for example, never means beauty. Again, a given 
attributive, e.g., kanta, falls under one category of meaning (my category 2.2) 
whereas its etymologically cognate abstract, kanti, falls under quitc a differ
ent category (2.4). There are, of course, similar irregularities in English. The 
adjective 'lovely' no longer has anythlng to do in meaning with love. 'Splen
dor' abstracts only the literary meaning of 'splendid,' not the colloquiai 
mean1ng. 

After furnishing the examples I shall remark on some of their salient char
acteristics and on what these may permit one to infer of classica! Indian 
notions of beauty. 
2.0 EXAMPLES. 

2.l Beauty as affecting the physical senses: 
Almost all forms of beauty as conceived by the Sanskrit poets begin with 

an appeal to the physical senses, but this appeal usually carries on to a wider 
effect to involve the heart and mind as well. Thus, one may distinguish words 

' expressive of a limited force, such as madhura (sweet), snigdha (smooth), 
sukumara, pe8ala (delicate), !rom words which more properly mean 'beautiful.' 
In one case at least, and perhaps in two, a word which refers specifically to a 
physical source of beauty has come to imply a fairly genera] effect; cl. riipa 
and mafiju below. On the other hand, the extremely genera] prefix su- may 
be limited to the expression of sensual beauty by context, as in the combina
tions sutanu, subhru, etc. Finally, it may be desired to emphasize the sensual 
effect of beauty at the expense of its effect on sentiment and intellect. This 

2 The Subhiif)itara.tnakoi)a, edited by D. D. Kosambì and V. V. Gokhale, Harvard 
Oriental Series, vol. 42, 1957, Ilarvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass, 
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may be done by the use of various metaphors. It is expressions of the above 
sorts, so far as they are exampled in SRK 152-857, that I have gathered to
gether under the present category. 
2.11. There exists in Sanskrit no simple verb lor the predication of sensual 
beauty, unless one should wish to consider the verbs of light (see 2.41 below) 
as performing this function. Strictly speaking, predication in this limited 
sense is achieved by the use of tatpuru0a (including karroodM.raya) compounds 
that involve the use of metaphor. There is no limit to the number of meta
phors that may be used to describe physical beauty, but certain turns of 
phrase are specially favored as the following will show. 

nayanasuh-rdo vrkfJd/:L 159: "trees which are friendly to one's eyes." 
nctrekapeyarµ vapui;, 347: "a figure that forms the sole drink lor one's 

eyes." 
éiralctair navapal,lavair vitapino nctrotsava:qi tanvati 174: ''the trees 

with their pink buds furnish a festival to the eyes." 'A festival to the eyes' 
recurs in 716, 775. 

nctraviSriimapiitra:rµ tava mukham 410: "your face, the sole place 
where I may rest my eyes." 

iyam am.:rtavartir nayanayo/:L 427: "She is a pencil of ambrosia far the 
eyes." This metaphor is a favorite one, recurring in 427, 431 and in such 
variations as: sudhiiseka:rµ netrayo/:L 564: "an aspersion of ambrosia on the 
eyes; "rnadhumayi vartir }agaccak?U?èi1n 430: "a pencil of honey for the 
eyes of all the world;" sa netriiiijanatii:qi pu,nar vra}ati me 488: "[that] 
she again become an ointment lor my eyes [i.e., that I ,getto see her again]." 
Cl. also the metaphorical use of amrta and sudha in 566, 594, 430. 
Similar metaphors are used, but more rarely, lor beauty that appeals to 

senses other than the sight. 
srotriimrtasyandino hurrikarà/:L 737: "sweet moans which drip ambrosia 

to the ear." 
utphulla navamiililcii ghriiJ;1endriyiihliidini 189: "the blossoming jas

mine, delighter of our sense of smell." The last is simple and perhaps one 
should find no metaphor in it. 

2.12. su-. By attachment to words which denote the body or parts of the 
body the prefix su- (good, beautiful) becomes limited to the attribution of 
physical beauty. Examples !rom the SRK are sutanu ( of beautiful body or 
figure) 199, 373, 415, 418, 419, 444, 448, 451, 543; subhrii (of beautiful eye
brows) 441, 489, 526; suvadana (0 face) 684; sukaNha (0 neck) 820; sudati 
(

0 teeth) 424. Other similar expressions are varatanu (of exeellent figure) 
541; and, more elaborate, yauvana.§ilpisukalpitanUtanatanuveSma 392: "the 
edifice of her new figure well-fashioned by the artisan, youth." Whlle the 
pre.fu: su may in theory be attached to any adjective or noun, in practice its 
use is restricted, especially by the poets, who seek to avoid colorless vocables. 

mafiju. Amarakosa (AK) lists this in a group of words of quite genera] 
meaning: sundara1J1, rucirarri caru su*urnam siidhu Sobhana1'{1 I kantam mano~ 
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hararri rucya1ri manojfiarri maiiju maiijulam. 3 Accordingly, the commentators 
treat it as if it meant 'beautiful' in genera!. This, however, is almost never 
the case. M aiìju regularly means 'sweet-sounding.' 

vamabhruv6:rri mrdu ca maiiju ca bhà?it.ani 386: uthe soft and sweet words 
of fair-browed v.•omen." 

tirdntà 1nafijuguiijanmadakalakurabaSre1}aya~ prir)ayantì 275: "The river
banks are delightful with their rows of amaranths ringing with the sweet 
hum [of bees].'' 
Compare also the examples in P.W., where maiiju is applied to an anklet, 

a bower of trees or reeds (through which the wind blows), a voice (three ex
amples), humming, the cry of the cuckoo, of parrots, of bees (three examples), 
wind. In one example only (maiìjunetra) does the word bear the generai mean
ing apparently assigned to it by AK.' M afiju, then, is a word basically of 
specific meaning. 

[riipavant]: 'possessing beautiful form or color.' See rapa, below. 
2.13. rupa. li'rom the basic meaning 'form' or 'color' comes the meaning 
'beauty of form or color.' This word, which is certainly the commonest word 
far beauty in epic and popular Sanskrit, is rare in classica! poetry. The poets 
may have felt it to be tao every-day a word. Its derivative riipavant occurs 
not even once in the SRK verses under review i rupa itself only four times. 

sthiine rupam anuttama'!' sukrtino 305: "It is proper that the highest 
beauty belong to one of virtue." So also in 440, 456, 514. 

2.2 Beauty as affecting the mind and heart: 
The words and phrases which I list under this category do not exclude 

connotations of physical beauty but their primary designation is of a farce 
which affects the sentiment and intellect. 
2.21. barati. From the literal meaning 'carries away' comes the meaning 
'engages or charms the mind and heart.' In this sense the verb is often in
transitive, a usage not noticed by P.W., 'vhich gives, however, numerous 
examples of the transitive use (e.g., harati hrdayam) from which the intransi
tive grows. Intransitively harati is applied both to animate and inaminate 
objects and may best be translated as 'is charming.' 

ahhoginah kim api sa'!'prati vasariinte .. griimds .. dhumiivalivalayamekha
lino haranti 303: "The round villages now [se. in winter] are charming at 
day's end with their circles of [overhanging] smoke.'' 

yaf.haiveya'!' bàl.a harati ca tathaiveyam adhikii 369: "a young girl just by 
being thus [se. half innocent, half coquette] is ali the more charming.'' 

harati rativimarde luptapatriinkuratviit . • kapola/J 590: "Her cheek is 
channing from its ornamental marking's having been rubbed off in inter
course." So also 583. 

3 The Namalinganu8iisana (Amarakoya) of Amarasirp.ha, ed. by Krishnaji Govind Oka, 
1913, Poona, 3.1.52. 

4 The rare derivative, mafljula 1 appears from P.W. to bear the general meaning more 
often. 
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A pair of examples will suffice of the transitive use since this is well known. 
haranti hrdaya'!' madhyevanam, kokiliih 171: "The cuckoos in the farest 

charm one's heart." 
haranti hrdayiini yac chrava71a3italo ve1;uwo 211: "that flutes, cooling to 

the ear, do charm the heart.'' 
Other examples will be faund in 377, 428, 466, 482, 500, 608, 734. The phrase 

mano harati in the same sense is rarer (289, 526, 563), hrdayam being pre
ferred far its alliterative effect. 

In one instance harati has the sense 'carries off the victory aver, puts to 
shame' (389, quoted below, 2.63, larjita); cf. the use of vijayate and jayati (2.31 ). 

prit.Uiti, prìt;tayati. This verb is used exactly like harati though less often. 
It, tao, is used both intransitively (not noticed by P.W.) and transitively; 
of both animate and inanimate objects. It may best be translated 'is delightful, 
delights.' 

pulakitatarodyanatarava/J nisiintiih pri71anti 271: "The late nights are 
delightful, when the garden trees are bristling ali aver [with flowers]." So 
also 275, quoted above (2.12 maiiju). 

Transitive: niiryah lcundacaturthikiiyiim .. priJJanti yunii'!' mana!, 306: 
"Women at the jasmine festival of the Fourth (miighasuklacaturthi) delight 
the hearts of young men." 
ramayati. The causative of ram is used in much the same way as the pre

ceding, but only of men and women. 5 

Intransitive: ramayatitarii'!' [cf. Pài;tini 5.4.11] sa'!'ketasthii tathiipi hi 
kamin' 824: "ln these ways a woman is most delightful when at a hidden 
rendezvous." 

Transitive: iya'!' nah kalyiini ramayati mati'!' kampayati ca 716: "This 
fair maiden [suffering the pangs of love in separation] delights the heart 
but makes it tremble.'' 
A wide variety of other verbs and verbal phrases are found occasionally in 

the sense of 'delights or charms the heart.' 
abhyiigatakhafijarilp.Sabalas .. kar~anti nadyo manal,i. 268: "The rivers 

streaked with wagtails who have come [at tlie time of the rains] draw one's 
heart." 

tirii71y adya .. unmadakakubhiini saritii'!' kurvanti lolaqi marrnl;i 221: 
"The riverbanks now with their jungle fawl mad with joy delight the heart 
~it., make the heart swing].'' Similarly, h~dayaqi dolayate subhruviim 
156: "The hearts of fair-browed maids are moved [lit., swing].'' 

utsukayanti kasya na manal;i ]Yilgadrumilnii>ri chaf!ih 294: "Whose 
heart is not made to yearn now by the groves of jujube trees!" Again, 
autsukyaqi janayanti mandamaruto milrgasthalipiidapiih 197: "The way
side trees with their soft breezes bring Jonging [to the heart]." And vidad
hati .. utkanthiirdram Sarat ma?),inùpura- , . -snigdhair manah lcvani-.. . . 
o This restriction does not apply to the derivatives ra-mya, rarnaniya (cf. 2.22 below). 
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tormibhil, 270: "The autumn softens one's heart with yearning with its 
waves that plash as sweetly as jeweled anklets." 

h~llekhai:µ janayanty anupasarita:rri tafibhumayal, 239: "The banks 
of the swamp streams make a mark upon one's heart." 

ida71i kirri cid antar dhunoti 566: "This [se. sporting with beautiful 
ìvomen] shakes the heart in a spe'cial way." 

pramodai:µ dadhàti mrgadrsarri kandukakrUf.itam 531: "The ball-play
ing of the fawn-eyed damsels furnishes us delight." 
Such expres.".lions as 1na1jdnam api vilimpati 239: "annoints one's very mar

row;" utkalikaS cetasi janayanti lolcasya 154: "raise \\raves of longing in the 
hearts of men;" etc., are more vivìdly emotional and so go perhaps beyond 
the sense of beauty or charm to that of love. But emotional expressions may 
sometimes be used loosely. Thus, adyanandarri dadati .. smeraniras ta(inyah 
288: "Now the shorelands with their bright waters furnish bliss," really in
tends no more than the verse tlriinY adya .. kurvanti lolarri manal, 288, quoted 
above. Only context will show just how to take an expression. 
2.22. Corresponding to such predications as harati hrdayam we fìnd the at
tributive forms h:rdya, h:rdayaipgama, h!dayacaura, cetoh8.rin, mano .. 
bara, manojiia. 

hrdyasnigdhail, parabhrtarutail, 162: "by the delightful, loving (or liquid) 
cries of the cuckoo." So also 605 (of a kiss), 664 (of a woman's lip). 

kirri kirri na hrrlayarrigamam aiiganayàl, 560: "[As she enacts the rites of 
love] what is not charming about a woman? [i.e. her every word and gesture 
strike home to the heart]." 

hrdayacauram 524: "heart-stealing," used of a girl's ear-ornament. 
yat .. tanvaiigyii(l,) .. vaktrarri muhul, piyate .. cetohii.ri tad eva 594: "Kiss

ing again and again a slender girl's mouth, that is what really takes one's 
heart." 

katharri na .. nirmdtu1rt prabhaved manoharam idaJ!t rUparri pur6/JJ,o muni"f:t, 

456: "The old ascetic [se. God] never could have formed this charming 
figure." 

Silimukhair adya manojfìapak~ail, 179: "bees now with their pretty 
wings." Cf. also 320. 

sprSantyas taruttyarµ, kim iva na manojfia1fl. mrgadrSa(i 367: "As she 
reaches adolescenee what is not charming in a fawn-eyed giri?" Cf. also 406 
813. 

vaktrendor na haranti bà§papayas61!1 dhara mano}fiiirri Sriyam 539: "The 
streams of tears reduce not the charming beauty of her moon-like face." 
Cf. also 2.53 below. 
Corresponding to the predication ramayati are the attributive forms ramya, 

ramaniya, ahhiriima, manorama (the last not found in the SRK verses). 
The attributive forms are not limited in application to men and women ( cf. 
2.21). They mean 'delightful, lovely' of humans, the works of nature or events 
in generai. 
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dinaparir;atiramya vartate gri§malalctpntlJ, 213: "Now are the days of sum
mer's glory, delightful at the time of sunset." 

dhanyanam .. ramyas tu§dràgamalJ, 312: "For the rich the coming of 
winter is delightful." 

surataviratau ramya tanv-i muhur muhtlr 'ilc§ilum 591: "A pretty girl is a 
delight to look at again and again after the bout of love has ended." Sim
ilarly 338, 565. 

divasiil, parir},iimaramaniyal, 205: "the days [of summer] delightful at 
day's end." Similarly, 357. 

niliibjakarburitamadhyavinidrakundadamiibhiramarucibhis taralail, katàk
~ail, .506: "with tremulous side glances lovely and lustrous as garlands of 
jasmine studded with blue waterlilies." 
[manorama]: cf. AK 3.1.52 and exx. in P.W. 
'I'he adjectives kinta and kamaniya are sometimes very similar in deno

tation ('lovely, delightful') to ramya and ramaniya, but they have an added 
connotation (especially kanta) of love between the sexes. The word kanta is 
one of the commonest words for 'beloved, lover' (15.5, 156, 572, 576 etc.), its 
feminine, kantà, for 'beloved, mistress' (160, 222, 696, 765 etc.) 6 and while 
the sense of lovely may predominate in a given passa.ge, the other sense, be
loved, is seldom wholly lost. 

durviisyamo jayati pulakair e~a kantal, kapolal, 407: "Victoriously beau
tiful is this lovely [or beloved] cheek, dark as durva grass from its rising 
blush." 

kim aiige tanvaiigyal, kalayati jagat kantam adhikam / yad etasyarri 8asvat 
parava8am ivonmattam iva ca 424: "But what does the world take to be 
chiefly lovely in a woman's body? That there is in her something ever sub
servient as it were, and yet, as it were, untamed." 
Close in meaning to ramya is the following: kantarri karniiv abhinivi8ate 

kiYmal&Jram sir~am 209: "She sets a lovely, tender-tipped siris flower behind 
her ear." So al so 733. 

vapur muiìcad bàlyarri kim api kamaniyarri mrgadr8al, 351: "How lovable 
is a girl's body just as it is leaving childhood!" 
Comparable in form to the preceding is sprhaniya, lit., 'desirable,' but 

since the word is seldom used in Sanskrit it preserves its !iterai strength, which 
the overused English word has lost. One does best to transiate sprhaniyaSi
talacchiJ.yasu 359 as "in the deliciously cool shade." 

The adjeetive va.ma from van, originally meant much the same as kanta, 
viz. 'loved, desired,' but it has wholly lost this meaning in classica! Sanskrit, 
preserving only the extended meaning 'beautiful' and being used almost ex
clusively with reference to the eyes or eyebrows. Thus, vamabhrii, 'a \\'Oman 

6 In the case of the root rarn the senses 'lovely (delìghtful)' and 'lover' are distributed 
to separate formations: rarnya, ramaniya far the first; ra1na~a, rarnayitr for the second. 
Both senses coalesce in kiinta despite such forma for the second sense alone as kamitr, 
kamin. 
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of beautiful eyebrows' 386, 420, 470, 488, 522; viirnanayana 534; viirnalocana 
395; viimiip&Jiga 509. Only twice is it combined with words for other objects: 
viimiidhara 433 and viimaliliirri tanoti 307: "moves or dances gracefully." 

1"'he femin.ine noun viimii originally meant 'a desired or beautiful woman.' 
But classica! Sanskrit persists in confusing the word, doubtless qtùte con
sciously, with its homonym vama, 'contrary, frov;rard.' The combined mean
ings may be rendered 'a froward but charming woman, a 'voman charming 
by very reason of her frowardness. 

yasam saty api sadgu1),dnusaraT)e dol}dnuràga(i sada .. Ws trailokyavilak
?a7Japrakrtayo viimii~ prasUlantu va~ 384: "May they who even when they 
follow virtue hanker alter vice, .. they whose nature is contrary to al! else 
in the world: may '"omen, fro\vard but charming creatures, favor you 
Similar punning instances occur in 293, 469 and cf. ida'l"Jl rarnya'f!l vamyam 
in 565. 
The adjective ciiru is among those whicb AK lists under the beading of 

sundara. Its meanìng, however, is in fact peculiar to itself, viz. 'dear' both in 
the sense of 'loved' and of 'precious.'7 Of special interest are those instances 
wbere both senses of tbe word apply together, as in the following. 

carucaityakalpau stanau 356: "ber breast: fo1med like two precious rel
iquary mounds." 

amandama1}inUpurakva1J.anacàruciirikramam 526: "her precious footstep 
ringing sharply witb ber jeweled anklets." 

yad api vibudhai~ sindhor anta~ lcatha1"(1 cid uparjitam / tad api sakalam 
càru strtr)àrµ, mukhe?U vibhàvyate / surasumanasaJ;, Svàsamode 8aSt ca kapo
ùiyo~ .. 401: "Whatever precious thing tbe gods gained from [cburning of] 
the sea, al! that is to be found in women's faces: tbe flowers of paradise in 
their s\veet breath, the moon in their cheeks, etc." 
In the above instances the senses of ciiru really stretch in two directions. 

The reliquary mounds are precious while the woman's breasts are dear, i.e., 
'loved.' The footstep of tbe woman is dear but becomes precious also !rom 
the jewels of ber anklets. The flowers of paradise are precious while a woman's 
sweet breath is dear. I believe this subtlety of use has not been noticed bitherto. 
It is a particular instance of tbe Sanskrit tendency to unite subjective and 
objective meanings in a single expression, a tendency to which I shall revert. 
Instances of the single-sense use of ciiru occur in 253, 362, 386. 

Tbe adjective sundara heads tbe list of AK's words for 'beautiful.' To 
judge from tbe examples in P.W. it was among tbe most genera! terms for 
tbis notion in the everyday language. In P. W. one finds sundara applied to 
parts of the body, to sound, a voice, a laugh, birtb, a thing. It was used so 
commonly as to be "reakened sometimes to simply 'good,' as in na· tvayti sunda~ 
ra?!' krtam. But it is rarely used in tbe higb style of poetry. Perbaps like rllpa 
(see 2.13 above) it was felt to be too common. In tbe verses I have examined 

1 The same two senses attach to the Latin cognate carus. 
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from the SRK sundara occurs only in tbe ferninine (sundari), in tbe sense of 
a beautiful woman: 153, 440, 480, 550, 567. 

Tbe adjective suhhaga, wben applied to an inanimate object, denotes 
exactly the same notion, so far as I can see, as sundara, differing from that 
word only by being a more elegant term and a favorite one of the court poets. 
When applied to men and women and personified objects, however, subhaga 
maintains at least a portion of its ancient, etyn1ological meaning, 'lucky, 
especially in love. '8 

In the SRK verses subhaga, 'beautiful,' is applied to trees (168), a bud 
(185), tbe wings of a swan (199), diving into the water (205), tbe perfume of 
a woman's breath (414), a red minium seal to which a girl's lips are likened 
(472), a woman's thighs (601), a woman's face (781) and figure (716). 

When applied to a person one may explicate siibhaga as 'possessing that 
sort of beauty which wins and holds the love of one's partner (wife, mistress, 
husband, lover).' In tbis application it is usually employed in the vocative 
(masculine 536) 538, 541, 551, .5fi5; feminine 735), once in a non-vocative, 
694. The last iustance will show tbe precise flavor of the word. 

"ì\.iY friend, I grieve not that the handsome boy 
has grown less kind to me, 
for one only gains that happiness 
that ripens from past acts. 
What hurts is this, that though he turns away, 
my sharneless heart will not give up it.s love." 

What I bave translated 'the handsome boy' in tbe origina! is sa subhago. As 
the rest of the verse shows, it is a special sort of handsomeness that the young 
man possesses. We could do with a word for this in English. 

The adjective mugdha shows a curious concatenation of meanings. From 
the origina! meaning 'confused' (1) comes the sense 'silly, foolish' (2), then 
'innocent' (3), 'charminglyinnocent' (4), and then simply 'charming' or 'beau
tiful' (5), glossed by commentators as ramya, manohara, sundara. Finally a 
furtber meaning arises, wbicb is ignored by both commentators and dic
tionaries, but wbich I think will be sufficiently justifìed by tbe examples which 
follow, 'fair, ligbt of color.'' The meanings as I have given tbem are not all 
exclusive; the third slides into tbe fourtb and tbe fourth into the fifth very 
readily. With this word of caution I would assign tbe SRK examples as fol
lows. 

s The etymology of subhaga is what the Indians ha ve always supposed it to be: su, 
'good' plus bhaga, 'fortune,' as is clear frorn the Vedic instances where 8ubhaga has the 
senses 'possessing good fortune' and 'irnparting good fortune.' For an originai but very 
wrong-headed suggestion cf. Act. Or. 21 (1950) p. 25. 

g The final step is precisely similar to that of the English adjective 'fair.' O. E. faeger 
means 'beautiful'; the meaning 'light-colored' as in 'fair hair,' 'fo.ir skin,' etc., is found 
only from the 16th century. And how easy it would be for a future commenta torto gloss 
'fair hair' by 'beautiful hair,' just as Jivananda glosses dughamugdha by dugdhavad 
manohara. 
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1. niugdha: 'confused': 
kramasya ca giralft mugdhak§arti:TJiirµ, hriya 578: "the flow of her speech, 

its syllables confused by shame." 
2. mugdha: 'silly, foolish': 

mugdh!isi niiyam apariidhyati 650: "Y ou are foolish; he has do ne no 
wrong." Similarly, in vocative, 651, 658. 

3. mugdha: 'innocent': 
mugdheyarri kurute 'tha tadgurJ,akathiirri manyur giram argala/J, 726: 

"The innocent maid would teli his virtues but sorrow puts a bar across 
her speech." Similarly 747, 833 and, in vocative, 508, 661, 704, 730, 
738, 7 42, 794, 835. But ali these examples might be put under the next 
rubric. 

4. mugdha: 'charmingly innocent': 
mugdhasnigdhani?pandamandair . . katjik?ai/J, 482: "with sidelong 

glances, charmingly innocent, then full of love, motionless, then slowly 
turning away." 

smitarri ki7Ji cin mugdham 367: "her smile v.-·ith its special chann of inno
cence. ""So also 376, 480, 590, 601, 826 and, in vocative, 407, 445, 450. 

5. mugdha: 'charming, beautiful': 
mugdhiitiimrair navakisalayair 178: "with fresh buds beautifully pink." 
SiSutiitéiru1J,yayor antar vartinor mrgacakl}U?JO vijayate dvaividyamugdho 

rasa/J, 344: "Victorious is the charm of a fawn-eyed lass, beautiful from 
its ambiguity as she passes !rom childhood to adolescence." Similarly 
177 (of a mango flower), 361 (of the splendor of a girl's cheek), 480 (of 
a \Voman's face), 575 (of a woman's breath), 576 (of a \Voman's eye, 
which the context shows to be far from innocent). 

6. mugdha: 'fair, light colored': 
candrikarfl. dugdhamugdhiim .521: "moonlight fair as milk." 
dugdhamugdhamadhuracchavi/J, 527: "with sweet complexion fair as 

milk." 
piintu tviim akathoraketakasikhiisarridigdhamugdhendavo / bhiite8asya 

.. Jatji/; 44: "May Siva's tresses protect you, within which is the fair 
moon which one might mistake lor the delicate tip of a pandanus flower." 

darajatharamrniilikiirpjamugdhii mayukhiil; 714: "the moon's rays fair 
as ripened lotus stalks." 

jyotsnamugdhavadhiiviliisabhavanam 95.5: "a palace lor the graceful 
sports of maidens fair as moonlight." 

I have gone beyond my originai limits of selection for examples of the last 
sense. I should note, though, that lour of the five examples are drawn ulti-

10 This is from a well known verse. The commentators on Bhartrhari (Srn 6) and 
Dhvanyliloka 4.2 gloss mugdha,m here with sundaram o.nd rnanoharam, but I think it 
means aomething rather more po.rticular. Ramacandra (on Srn 6) even adds mudghal). 
!jUndarantuQ.hayor ity amara?J,, but Amara says nothing of the sort; he fails to mention 
mugdha. 
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mately !rom Bhavabhiiti and Raja8ekhara. This special sense may be rare 
with other authors. 

[mafijula]: 'sweetsounding, beautiful'; a rare word, listed by AK 3.1.52; 
not in SRK verses; cf. maiiju above. 

vidagdha: 'lovely, charming.' The word is not given in this sense by P.W. 
I take the definition from Apte's Practical Sanskrit-English Dictionary. It 
fi ts the following example. 

ghaniiv urii lasyii yadi, yadi vidagdho 'yam adhara/J,/ .. hatau rambh!istamb
hau hatam ahaha bandhukakusumam 400: "Il but her plump thighs, il but 
this lovely lip [be present], then defeated is the plantain stem, defeated, 
alas, the bandhUka ftower." 
Ia<;Iaha, na<;Iaha. These are two lorms of the same Prakrit word, borrowed 

into Sanskrit, meaning 'beautiful,' (sundara). For reff. cf. Shri Ratnachandraji 
Maharaj 's A n Illustrated A rdha-M agadhi Dictionary. 

iivirbhavallavarJYiimrtapankalepalacfahacch!iyam vapul; 342: "a body whose 
complexion is beautiful with newly appearing ambrosia! paste of lavarJya 
(cl. 2.23 below) . " 

kunkumapankalepanwjahacchiiyarri vapu/J, 361: "a body whose complexion 
is lovely \Vith a psate of saffron." 

2.23. The words used in Sanskrit poet1y to express the abstraction of beauty 
as it affects mind and heart are few. It is worth remarking that one is given 
a very false impression of the regularity of Sanskrit by the grammars, es
pecially by Pal)ini's grammar. The grammarians furnish rules for forming 
abstract nouns !rom any adjective in the language. However, the fact is that 
only a few such formations are used. I do not recali ever having met with an 
abstract of manohara or manorama; hrdyatà is exceedingly rare, càrutd some
what less rare but not found in the SRK verses. Again, some of these abstracts 
have developed meanings or connotations quite distinct !rom those of the 
adjective !rom which they derive; cl. kiinti (2.43). Finally, one of the most 
important words for beauty, liivarJya, derives from an adjective that originally 
had nothing to do with beautiful at ali. I list below only such terms as are 
found in the SRK verses. 

ramav.iyaka: the abstraction of ramaniya according to Pa1.1ini 5.1.132. 
It is a learned word, lound in my selection only in 446, the beautiful verse of 
Bhavabhilti: ,,ii riima1).iyakauidher adhideiatii: "She is the guardian diety of 
the treasury of delight." 

saundarya: the abstraction of sundara, viz. 'beauty.' 
leva candre saundaryarri tadadhararuci/; siiti8ayirJi 389: "What beauty is 

there in the moon? The luster of her lip exceeds it by far." So also 430, 446. 
The noun saubh3"gya is used in two senses, corresponding to those of 

subhaga, viz. beauty in generai and that particular sort of beauty which wins 
and holds the love of one's partner. The two examples !rom the SRK are 
hoth in the second sense. 

saubh!igyiipagamiid ivendumah.asarri liiva"l)yasunyii/J, sriya/J, 310. To give the 
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full flavor of the term I transiate the verse, which is a description of winter, 
in full: 

"The splendor of the rnoonlight has lost its charrn 
from lack of luck in love; 
forno more is it met by laughter of the waterlilies; 
its dading moonstone, overlaid with frost, 
no longer sweats with yearning; 
nor is it welcomed by the eyes of lovers 
bet•veen their bouts of love," 

Similarly 567. 
The frequently used word rasa (it occurs more than 50 times in my selec

tion of verses) atone end of its semantic speetrum designates a notion related 
to Western notions of beauty. The meanings of this word, which slide into 
one another in a manner that makes translation often difficult, are set forth 
by P.W. with admirable clarity. It means 'sap,' 'essense,' 1fluid' and then 
'taste.' The rneaning 'taste' then develops in two directions: a) subjective, 
viz. 'a taste, inclination, desire or relishing of an object'; and b) objective, 
viz. 'that to which the inclination, desire, etc., is dìrected'; 'savor, charm, 
delight.' Matters would be simple if the subjective and objective meanings 
were always distinguished. But it is typical of the Indian outlook that often 
they are not. When the literary critics and aestheticians sought a word to sum 
up the very essense of art, it was this word rasa that they chose; it fitted their 
purpose because of its spread over both the inner and the outer world. Rasa 
is both the quality in a literary work that enables it to give delight and the 
delight, the response, which occurs within the mind and heart of the audience. 
A conoìsseur of art is called equally a rasajiia (one who knows, i.e.

1 
recognizes, 

the rasa in a work) and a rasika (one who possesses rasa in himself.) I furnish 
references below to those passages only of the SRK where rasa has one or 
both of its aesthetic meanings. 

a) Subjective. 
sarrikalpopanatatvadakrtirasiiyattma cittena 745: "with her mind in

tent upon its inclination for your figure, which she summons up by her 
imagination." 

bahirvyàjiimar.~aprasarapa~àntarga'larasa 604: "in outer show rnost 
sharp with feigned annoyance, but with inner delight." 

Other examples 167, 335, 346, 354, 581, 599, 60.5, 619, 644, 739, 763, 766. 
b) Objective. 

ket}dm upari na rasana:rri yuvatayalJ, 357: "To what charrps are not 
young women superior? [i.e., they are more charming than anything 
else.]" 

hindoUinuuihuropaliilanarasapr'ita 197: "delighted by the sweet lullaby 
charms of the melody." 

Similarly 296, 573, 647 and the adverbial form sarasam, 'charmingly,' in 
65.5. 
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e) Subjective and objective. 
prernasa1igi ca bhaiigi prativaco . . SiSutataru-ry,yayor antare vartisnor 

1nrgacak.'µl~O vijayate dvaividyamugdho rasa};, 344: "Her answer hovers 
close to love but stili denies it .. How delightful by its ambiguity is the 
desire [or the charm] of a giri between childhood and adolescence.'' 

vri(favalcritaka-ry,~hanalani abalii kai}J, kair na bhinna rasai};, 713: "With 
the stem of her neck bent in embarrasment, the woman is touched by 
every sort of charm [or by various desires, emotions]." 

Similarly 689. 
'l~he word làva~ya appears first in classical Sanskrit, ·"rhere it becomes the 

favorite word for referring to the beauty of women. The word is derived by 
Pà:ç.ini 5.1.123 from lavaJ}a, 'salty,' and its originai meaning was 'saltiness.' 
'fhe passage to 'beauty' may strike one as strange. By way of explanation 
one may observe that lava-ry,a is one of the six tastes or fl.avors (rasa): madhura, 
arnla, lavar;a, ka(u, tikta, ka~·aya. Lavar;,ya is related to lavar;,a as miidhun.Ja 
(sweetness) is related to nuuihura (sweet). But lavarJ,a is the flavor (rasa) par 
excellence,11 far one adds salt not sweetness to food to bring out its taste. 
Since the word rasa is used (see above) of everything that excites one's in
terest, curiosity or aesthetic sense, it is appropriate that lava-ry,ya, as an ab
straction of the chief rasa, should be used of a particularly striking type of 
beauty. 

Beyond its designation lavar;,ya carries with it certain connotations about 
which the dictionaries are strangely silent. A perusal of the examples below 
will show that its designatum is regularly conceived as a property which is 
related to its substratum not essentially but as a covering or a filling, a wash, 
a paste, an application.12 Lava~iya, then, is the physical beauty of \Vomen,13 
although it may appeal to more than one's physical senses, which forms an 
additive to the real woman, who is something else and distinct. 

tallavarJ,yajaliivagiihana 784: "plunging in the water of her beauty." 
ghusmaghanaliivarJ,yapayasi 341: "a smooth thick syrup of beauty." Cf. 
also 4.54. 
liivarJ,yasindhu/.i 431: "a sea of beauty." Similarly 426, 430, 359, 37.5. 
lava-ry,yamrtabinduvar~i vadanam 793: "a face which rains drops of am-

brosia in the form of beauty." 
liivarJ,yasambhiiranidhiinakumbhe 613: "on a jar [viz. a woman's breast] 

in which is treasured a wealth of beauty." 
lc~obharri dhatte bahala/.i snigdhaliWarJ,yaparika/.i 365: "that the smooth 

11 khyiital) sarvarastinii1Jt hi lava-rio rasa uttama}J, Bohtlingk, lndische SprUche 804 
quoted in P.W., s.v. rasa. 

12 I suppose this association is influenced by the irnage of sprinkling salt on a substance 
or washing it with salt water. 

13 In a few rare instances (one out of 29 in the SRK verses examined) liivariya is ex
tended to the beauty of objects other than women: in 310 to the moon; and P.W. gives 
us an example where an ancient bibliophile (Kalh5.9a) n.pplies it to a rnanuscript. 
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mud of her beauty knows constant tremors." So also 342, 404, 788, and cf. 
473. 

lavar;yapallaviirikau 1na1igalakala8au staniiv W3yiil), 392: "Her breasts are 
festival jars marked with a spray of beauty." 

lavar}yam arigair vrta1n 349: "Beauty is won1 by her lin1bs." 
laver)-yena pidhiyate 'rigatanimii 535: "Her slender body is covered with 

beauty." 
lavarpyaf;unyiil), sriyai} 310: "['Ibe moon's] splendor is empty of beauty." 

Only in a minority of instances is the adventitious nature of lavar;ya not 
made explicit: 402, 419, 421, 422, 474, 539, 729, 776. 
2.3 Beauty as power or supremacy: 
2.31. The verbs vijayate and jayati, both meaning literally 'is victorious,' 
are used to predicate beauty, regularly of women. None of the 15 examples 
from the SRK at any rate refers to the beauty of inanimate nature. In this 
sense vijayate and jayati are almost al,vays intransitive. 

aya1{! mukhen.dur gauriirigyiil), galitamrgalaksma vijayate 449: "This face
moon of the fair-limbed maid, lacking the moon's dark mark, is [victori
ously] beautiful." 
More complex and referring to a gesture or genera! state rather than a 

part of the body are the fallowing. 
md vrf4iibharabhugnam iUJyakamalarri vinyasya jiinilpari / prodyatpaks

maniriksimrri vijayate saprema viimabhruval), 470: "Aiter bowing her lotus 
face in shyness to her knees, the loving glance of the fair-browed giri, com
ing from lifted lashes, is [victoriously] beautiful." Cf. also 344, quoted above 
(2.22 s.v. mugdha). 
Similar examples of vijayate occur 341, 34.5, 347, 361, 400, 441, 580, 604, 

718; of jayati 407, 613. Only one of the examples, 419, is transitive, though 
this must be the usage from which the intransitive developed: cakiur rnecakam 
amlJuja'T[l vijayate, "Her eye bears the victory aver the iridescent waterlily." 

There are no attributive or abstract expressions corresponding to this fonn 
of predication, from which I judge that the !iterai meaning of the expression 
must have been greatly weakened. Vijayate 'syii mukhendul), S<Jarcely means 
anything more than haraty asyii mukhen.du,,. 
2.4. Beauty as light or splendor: 
2.41. In all languages the concept of brightness is close to that of beauty and 
words originally designating the one are often applied to the other. In San
skrit almost any verb meaning 'shines' carries with it the connotation 'is 
beautiful.' From the verses under consideration I take the fallowing examples. 

riijati, riijate. makarapatakeveyaTJi rajati romavali ramya 338: "This 
charrning line of hair ahines like [i.e., is as beautiful as] the crocodile stand
ard of the god of love." So also 320, .507. The verb is used more literally 
in 612. 

virajate. nakhaksatarri .. viriijate 623: "The nail wound is bright [also 
beautiful]." 
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hhiiti. tatra [se. madhye] tasyliriguliniim / limagniinarri trivalivalayacchad
manii bhiinti mudriil), 473: "The impressions of [the creator's] fingers which 
had sunk into her waist shine [or appear or are beautiful] in the form of a 
triple fald." Bhiiti is used literally of a lire in 302 but with the added con
notation of beauty. 

cakasti. tanvi naktam iyarri cakasti Sucini cinàrriSuke bibhratì 385: "This 
slender damsel is re13plendent in the night, wearing pure silken robes." 

sohhate. savrarJiJ. eva Mbhante surlidharapayodharal), 838: "Warriors, 
lips and breasts shine brighter [are more beautiful] far being wounded." 
Cf. also •163. 

2.42. [sohhana]. Curiously, this colllIIlon word far 'bright, beautiful' seems 
not to occur in the verses under consideration. Cf., however, Sobha 2.43. 

rncira: 1bright, beautiful.' 
bandhilkapu?paruciriidharapallava .. 8arat 267: "autumn whose bright 

lips are the bandhilka flowers." 
[rucya]: listed by AK among the words far beautiful (3.1.52). It has not 

yet been faund actually used in that sense. 
2.43. 8ohhii: 'brilliance, splendor, beauty.' 

harrisiii} .. 8arikasobhiirri vahanti 283: "The swans bear a shell-like splen
dor." 

vefol), sobhiirri difati paramlim artaval), saligopylii} 287: "The season'a 
flowers which she wears give to tbc giri field wateher the greatest bril
liance.'' So also 178, 347. 
ruci: 'beautiful color, luster, beauty.'14 

tadadhararucil), siitisayini 389: "the extreme luster of her lip.'' So also 408. 
ruc: 'appearance, brilliance, beauty.' 

sadyal,sniitiinuliptii iva dadhati rucarri pallaviilJ, kardamiirikiil), 283: "The 
leaves marked with mud [by the retreating stream] give an appearance 
[or are beautiful] as if they had just bathed and been annointed.'' 

kiinti. P.W. is mislead by etymology in defining this word as 'Liebreiz 
Lieblichkeit, Anmuth, Schonheit.' Actually the meaning of kiinti departs 
considerably frorn that of kiinta. Klinti always implies brilliance or color and 
is hence often glossed by the commentators with prabhii. Vilivanàtha hits the 
meaning pat when he says (Siihityadarpar;a 3.96) 'brilliance increased by love.' 

ki1{! cit kapolasthalirri limpaty eva madhilkakiintil), 342: "The lovely bright
ness of the madhuka begins to touch her cheek.'' 

etasminn avadiiwklintini kucadvandve kurarigUlrf;a}J / sarrikriinwpratibimbam 
aindavam 399: "the lunar reflection cast upon these polished, brilliant 
breasts of the gazelle-eyed maid.'' 

lii:va1),yakantipariP'arìtadi1imukhe 'smin / smere .. tava mukhe 421: ''when 
this your smiling face has filled the directions with the brilliance of ita 
beauty." 

14 The word has other meanings aiso. 
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Other examples: 185, 411, 420, 431, 453, 456, 729. 
2.5. Beauty as wealth~ glory, majesty: 

The distinction between this category and the last is not sharp and one might 
better speak of a distinction of ernphasis than of precise designation. The noun 
8ri, for example, is often glossed by 8obhii (2.43) or prabhii. However, both 
8ri and lak?mi have connotations of majesty or royalty, which the words of 
category 2.4 Jack. 
2.51. arghati: 'is precious, valuable, dear.' 

yad arghati karambitd SiSiraviiri1Jii v<irur;ì 211: "that wine mixed \vith 
cold water is precious." 

idiinim arghanti prathamacchedarnudital; .. hiilikagrhii/; 314: "Rich (pre
cious) now are the peasants' houses, happy with the .first harvest." Here, 
as often, the subjective and objective meanings coalesce. The peasant 
houses are rich from the harvest, but also precious (dear) to the heart of 
the poet. 

2.52. srimant: 187, 'possessing Sri,' cf. Sri below. 
2.53. The nouns Iaksmi and sri have become synonymous in almost ali their 
meanings in classical· Sanskrit.15 They mean 'beauty, glory, full success, 
majesty,' and are interchangeable as the name of the goddess of good for
tune and wealth. In the sense of 'beauty' what is meant by these words may 
be the cold beauty of brilliance. If it is desired to exclude this, an adjective 
meaning 'delightful, charming, etc.' may be prefixed. 

indurnahasiirri liivm;ya8unyii/; sriyaiJ, 310: "the beauty, empty of liivar;ya 
[the warm beauty of women], of the moonlight." 

vaktrendor na haranti bii~papayasiirri dharii m.anojiiiim Sriyam 539: "The 
streams of tears reduce not the charming beauty of her moon-like face." 
For the following examples from SRK the definitions of P. W. suffice: 1,aksmi, 

293, 341, 342, 345, 394, 427, 431, 472; 8rì, 218, 267, 352, 353, S61, 372, 394, 
42.5, 428, 470, 509, 517, 563, 567, 661, 721, 722, 777. But one may mention 
in acldition a weakened sense where lak?mì and sri mean little more than 
'appearance. '16-

dadhati navayauvananartakasya / ka8mirajacchuritatii/,akayugmalak?mim 
.. kucakudrna/,ayugmam asyii}J 337: "Her two budding breasts present the 
appearance [lit. beauty] of a pair of cymbals coated with saffron paste 
belonging to the dancer youth.'' 

yatraitan mrganiibhipatratilakam pu?r;iiti lak?rnaSriyam 474: "[her face], 
on which the beauty spot painted in rnusk presents the appearance of the 
mark upon the moon." So also 324, 509. 

2.6. Beauty in motion; beauty that excites or entices: 
Sanskrit contains a considerable family of words that refer specifically to 

1s Originally lak?mi meant 'a sìgn, an omen of good or bad luck'; Sri, 'beauty or good 
fortune.' 

16 The poets in their constant search for new ways to express sinùles and other com
parable figures of speech ha ve reduced vast numbers of -..vords to this weakened sense. 
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beauty as revealed in motion as opposed to beauty revealed at rest. None of 
these words has any exact synonym in English. The translator must therefore 
choose between a ponderous explication of each term and a single word which 
may better fit the style of the originai but which must be semantically in
adequate. 
2.61. lasati: a verb which often occurs with prefix: ullasati, parilasati, 
and especially vilasati. P. W. defines the simplex as 'to shine, shimmer, ap
pear, to play upon,' but one should add that this verb always has the added 
connotations of motion and gracefulness and often that of enticement. An 
explication of lasati would be 'moves gracefully in a playful way or in such a 
"h'ay as to arouse desire.' Tue connotations of playfulness and enticement vary 
according to context. In the derivative viliisa (2.63, below) they are strong, 
as they are in the cognate Latin word lascivus. The verb is most often predi
cated o! a woman, of her body or gestures; but this is not always the case. 
For convenience I include the participles with the finite forms. 

bibhratyii vapu}J . . lasadarigasarridhi viramadbcilyam 372: "possessing a 
body from which childhood is departing and of which the joints of the 
limbs move with a smooth grace." Similarly 594 (of a dress). 
ullasati. This has the same meaning as the simplex except that the graceful 

motion is one that is directed upward, 'gracefully rising,' etc. 
kramasaralitakar;thaprakramollasitoras 523: "her chest rising gracefully 

as she gradually straightened her neck." 
ullasanmii/,akiiravadhilkapolapulaka 296: "the horripilation [we would 

say the blush of pleasure] rising gracefully upon the cheek of the gardener 
giri." 

bhriivallim ul/Ji.sya 450: "gracefully raising the creeper of her eyebrow." 
Other examples: 378, 523. 
vilasati. The denotation is the same as that of the simplex, the prefix 

serving merely to intensify the connotations of playfulness and coquettish
ness. P.W. quite misses the connotations, translating simply as 'hinundher
bewegen.' 

svairarri locanavakrima vilasati 372: "Her oblique glances move wantonly 
with grace." 

hrdi taviiyarri vilasati 408: [said of a pearl] "It moves gracefully and tempt
ingly upon your bosom." 

prasabhavi/,asadriijaharrisavatarri.sa~ ta!inya/; 288: "the shores whose 
jewelry of royal swans moves with extrerue grace." Other examples 509, 
364. 

2.62. lasad, ullasad etc. These have been treated above (2.61). 
!alita: 'graceful, delicate, charming,' often with reference to motion but 

by no means always; past participle of lal 'to move freely, to play, dally.' 
SRK distinguishes the spellings lalita and la4ita (see 2.63, below), using the 
first for the attributive, the second for the nominai forms, which may also 
show some difference of meaning. To judge from P.W. /,alita is used especially 
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of motions (gestieulation, gait), objccts which are slender (finger, arm, torso) 
and speech (words, story, conversation). 

bhujalatikli lalitli 610: "a graceful, vine-like arm." 
rlimiilalitasurataltllidaivata1[! pu~paclipaJ:i 332: "the god of the fiowcred 

bo,v, w·ho presides over i,vomen's graceful dalliance in intercourse." Other 
examples: 422, 752. 

2.63. viliisa. The meaning of the noun corresponds to that of the verb i•ilasati 
(see 2.61 above), viz. 'a graceful motion that arouses desire,' 'a sportive mo
tion of coquetry,' then simply 'coquetry.' 

nitambe ca svaira'f{L vilasati vildsavyasanita 364: "A natural addiction to 
graceful and tempting motion plays upon her buttocks." The same word 
is used of the coquettish motion of the cyebrows (339, 498), the hips (662), 
amorous speech (367) and amorous actions in generai (808). In the follow
ing, of a giri pining lor her absent lover, thc meaning is simply coquetry. 
731: 

"Why is your braid so disarrayed, 
your eyes without their kohl? 
Why are the ornamental lines of musk 
nùssìng frorn your cheek? 
This and this and this are all awry 
frorn your forgetfulness. 
Oh lovely one, you've left the instruments of your coquetry 
entirely to your friends." 
(Sa8irnukhi sakhihastanyasto vUasaparicchada"l;i.) 

vihhrama. The commentators often gloss this word with viliisa, but its 
meaning is a.ctually somewhat different, viz. 'a swift, graceful motion1 usually 
coquettish, that tricks or intrigues the eye of the beholder.' Occasionally 
other meanings are met 'vith: 1a deception,' 'a being deceived, confusion.' 
Only very rarely is the basic meaning so stretched as to mean beauty in gen
era!. Most of the examples that P.W. puts under 'Anmuth, Schonheit,' actu
ally bear a far more particular meaning. 

vibhramavaladvaktrarri. kurangidrsli .. nyastli/J katiiksacchat,al, 468: "Turn
ing her face ''"ith a quick, coquettish motion, the gazelle-eyed maiden cast 
side-long glanccs.'' In other examples the vibhrama is performed by the 
eyebrow (498), the eyes (354, 448, .521), the face (411), the arms (370), 
the whole body (365), or is not specified as to instrument (372, 433). Verse 
582 speaks of suratavibhramacestitlini, although lilli is the usual word in 
this context (see below). In 354, 488 and 663 vibhrarna has other meanings 
(confusion, shifting, deception); in none of the examples does. it mean 
beauty in generai. 
lac1ita: 'sportive or coquettish motion, gracefulness, charm.' SRK regularly 

uscs this spelling for t.he noun as opposed to lalita for the adjective. In regard 
to meaning note that of the roots lal and la<! ( which in origin may be simply 
a Prakrit form of lal) the Dhlititpà(ha lists the meaning viliisa (see above) 
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only for la<!. In other words /.a4ita may have in addition to the meanings of 
lalita a special meaning of its own. The examples of the SRK, although they 
are few, tend to bear this out. Unfortunately P.W. docs not list examples of 
the two forms separately. 

adylipi 8aisavada8iila<!itlini tani 34:3: "What, still these sportive motions 
of childhood!" 
mrgliksyli~ pratyai,ga1[! krtapadam ivlinaligala4itam 364: "The coquettish 

motions of Kama have taken their stand as it were on every limb of thc 
fa\\7n-eyed maid." 

tais tair vijrrnbhitaSatair 1nadanopadeSai-r rnugdha vidhaya la4itani ca tani 
tani/ aJike .. kamitu(i nidràti 562: "'The channing innocent, having enacted 
this and that enticing motion in a hundred writhings taught by Love, now 
sleeps in her lover's arms." 
In the following no added notion of motion or enticement is present. mukham 

tan mugdhiiya harati harirJ,ankasya la<f,itam 389: "The face of the charming 
young girl puts to shame the gracefulness of the moon." 

lilii. The word occurs very frequently in the SRK verses, usually in the 
sense of 'grace, gracefulness,' regularly of motion or of objects 'vhich are in 
motion: an eyebrow (334, 358, 360, 383, 425); specifically of thc dancing of 
the eyebrow (468, 795); an eye (34;;, 37'3, 467); glance (530, 668); gait (367); 
body (382); sexual intercourse (327, 332, 577, 815); the motion of turning 
the body ( 465); the motion of a bird diving into water ( 4 71); a dress as it is 
cast back (302); falling snow (307); speech (781). The examples furnish the 
meani:ng 'play' or 'sport' only in dative tatpuru~a compounds: a play-ornament 
(lilotta7[!sa 286); a playhouse or bower (llllivasa 809, lilalatiirna(zqapa 359); 
sirrùlarly 430, 801. Lilli is distinguished from villisa, vibhrama etc. in that the 
connotation of enticement or coquetry is frequently absent. Again, the nlo
tion which it describes may be slo\v whereas vibhrama refers to a rapid motion. 
T\VO examples will suffice. 

kar'i?ligne/i patarnayagrhli vlimallllim tanoti .. himiini 307: "The falling 
snow dances gracefully [forming itself into] a tcnt above the dung fire." 

bhruvor lilam blila~ 8riyam alikapattw;ya tarun.o / mukhendo/z sarvasval?' 
harati hari~'lik?yli/:i parirJ,ataii 42;): [The moon] when it is new defeats the 
gracc of a woman's eyebrow, when half grown the splendor of her forehead, 
when full hcr full face.'' Notice how thegracefulncss in motion of thc eyc
brow is contrasted with the static beauty (i;rl) of the forehead. 

3.0. CoNcLusroN. 
The foregoing examples suggest a number of particular remarks concerning 

ancient Indian notions of beauty, which may lead in turo to a few general 
ones. 
3.11. Classical Sanskrit posscsses an enormous array of words for 'is beautiful,' 
'beautiful,' 'beauty .' To some extent this may be explained by the size of 
Sanskrit vocabulary. A language that has been used for three thousand years 
has gathered more words to itself than one of recent origin. Again, the Sm1-
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skrit poets kept adding synonyms to their language in order to have at hand 
words of different metrica! patterns for each notion they were likely to use. 
But one may doubt that this explanation suffices. If Indian ideas of beauty 
tvere like English or Greek ones, surely one terrn or at least one set of syn
onyn1s \Vould stand out over the rest. But here we have saubhàgya, ltiva'T)..ya, 
rasa, kiinti, Sri, vibhrama, etc. none of \vhich really overranks the others and 
no two of which are synonyms. 
3.12. None of the words in the foregoing examples refers to mora! or spiritual 
or purely intellectual b€auty. One may argue that the source, being love 
poetry, precludes the finding of many cxamples of that sort. But again, the 
argument does not sufficc. If Indian notions \Vere like ours, one would have 
found a few. 

3.13. Of al! the examples I have been able to quote, a very large number are 
expressions of subjective reaction. Instead of saying with Wordsworth "It is 
a beauteous evening, calm and fair," assigning the matter in hand to an ob
jective class of the beauteous, the Sanskrit poet will say that it charms his 
heart, it delights him, it is dear to him, it \Vins a victory, over others perhaps, 
but certainly over himself. Even \\-'hen an objective statement is made, one 
finds that often it contains within itself a subjective one. Such are the cases 
I have remarked upon for their apparent ambiguity; cf. the remarks on caru, 
arghati, and especially rasa. 
3.14. While often not distinguishing subjective and objective, the Sanskrit 
words I have dealt with show severa! distinctions which the classica! and 
Western languages of Europe do not make. Of interest is the distinction be
tween beauty at rest and beauty in motion. One may a!so remark on the re
finement of vocabulary for describing the power of sexual attraction. 
3.15. None of the words treated is ever employed to furnish a principle like 
Keats' 

"A thing of beauty is a tmatfi~~ ever; 
Its lovelincss increases; it will never 
Pass into nothingness .. " 

In the verses analysed there is no evidence that the poets ever thought of 
beauty as permanent. Lak~mi, who is the guardian of beauty as well as of 
wealth and royalty, has always becn regarded as a fickle goddess. 

3.2. Many of the foregoing particulars may be explained by realizing that the 
Indians never developed a Platonic division of the universe into beautiful 
and non-beautiful. It has been the fashion in Europe for two and a hall thou
sand years to assign evcrything to one or another of these mutually exclusive 
classes, just as we assign everything to either good or bad. Accordingly, we 
must have mora! beauty as well as physical beauty, spiritual beauty as well 
as beauty of sentiment. Even a mathematical proof may be sorted into one 
of the two baskets as is everything else. This sorting has become second nature 
with us; but not with the Indians. Accordingly, Sanskrit does not speak of 
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moral acts or decisions as beautiful or not beautiful. It speaks of them as in 
accord with dharma or not, as leading to artha or not, as pron1pted or not by 
kiima. It has no word for spiritual beauty; it speaks instead of spiritual truth. 

In Western civilization it follows from the ali-inclusive nature of the classes 
beauty and non-beauty that those classes have been assigned high meta
physical importance. And the realists among us, who have usually been 
stronger than the nominalists, have reified and objectified beauty as though 
it were something quite apart from the men on whom it 'vorks: a power high 
above us, as unitary and permanent as truth. rrhis of course is nonsense, but 
it has been deeply felt and has had its effect on our language. 

Such notions have played no part in Sanskrit. Beauty is conceived by the 
Sanskrit poet far more subjectively than in the west.17 His words for beauty 
are words for something he himself reacts to and that would be impossible 
without the. reaction. Indeed, the very same word iB somethnes used for both 
power and reaction. Since beauty is conceived of so su?jec:tively i~ i.s a1~o 
thought of, by most Sanskrit authors at least, as multifanous, res1ding m 
many objects 1 appealing in different ways to 1nany men. And so it is not p.er
manent. Finally, sin ce the fashion in Indian philosophy in the classica! penod 
was for monism, it will be apparent. that t.o authors who werc philosophically 
inclined it must have seemed that there was something unreal about beauty." 
Indeed, this suspicion went deeper than to the philosophers and intellectuals. 
One can see it perhaps in the connotations of the word liiva~iya that I have 
remarked upon. One can see ìt in tl1e popular concept of maya. Beauty "'·as 
not however despised on this account; for the same suspicion of unreality 
att~ched to ;he whole of worldly existencc. And there is ampie evidence to 
show that those who pursued a worlclly !ife, a class that included nearly ali the 
nobility and the poets, sought out what affected them as beautiful to the best 
of their ability despite its transcience. 

11 One must not confuse subjectivism with unconventionality. For all their subjective 
approach the Sanskrit poets were highly conventionaL The tv:o qualities ma~ go together 
in religion as well as poetry, Jonathan Edwards remarks, w1th some aspenty, that the 
religious visions of his flock regularly took the form of visions they had re ad or hear? of. 

1s Toward the end of the classica! perioda few philosophers of literature (iilaiikiirika~) 
attempted to justify the reality of one sort of beauty 1 literary beauty, and to equate it 
with the one eternai reality, But a discussi on of their efforts, while few suhjects could be 
more interesting, lies beyond my present purpose. 




